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The rise of big data and smart sensing, with the promise of more educated and informed decisions, has
fuelled a shift towards more data-driven decision-making in local and national government. However, we
are observing a disconnect between the people who are affected by these decisions and their access to tools
and resources to collect data in order to provide the needed evidence for change. To truly democratise this
process and for citizens to become active prosumers of data, new mechanisms of citizen data production are
needed. In this paper we report on a two-year ethnographic and iterative co-design process with the local
community. This work encompassed the design, development and deployment of SenseMyStreet (SeMS), a
bespoke sensor commissioning toolkit that enables citizens and community groups to use and commission a
city’s scientific-grade environmental monitors, determining where they will be located on their streets and
collecting data to evidence hyper-local issues. Unlike prior research, which creates alternative data sources to
contest city data, our toolkit helps integrate citizen commissioned data into the city datasets used by citizens
and decision-makers. Reflecting on the design process and evaluating the ways people engaged with the
digital tools of the toolkit, we highlight how commissioning can be configured to promote equity in the smart
city, empower citizens to take ownership of issues and facilitate the creation of community networks that
utilise the data for local benefit.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The vision of a smart city, where information technology is woven into the city infrastructure to
help optimise resources and improve the lives of citizens [23, 79], has been the focus of heated
debate in recent years. For many years now, commercial companies – IBM, Cisco and Siemens, to
name but a few – have been ‘hooking up’ the city with sensors and other information technologies
in order to gather all the data about the city in the hopes of solving some of the old and new
‘wicked’ problems of society. For example, intelligent street lighting is in place in many cities to
improve efficiency and reduce energy costs; CCTV and traffic counters are used to manage the
flow of traffic through traffic signals; and pedestrian counters are utilised to understand the flow of
people through the city. In this regard, there seems to be a push for the use of data in all aspects of
life in order to optimise and organise resources [11, 18], reduce our carbon footprint [67, 76, 101]
and improve sustainability [96], in addition to also facilitating novel modes of participation [93],
democracy and social interaction [7, 88]. Although there are plenty of ‘smart’ applications available,
discussion around what makes a city smart is still ongoing [29, 39, 59, 71, 87], and with the increase
of urbanisation and the expansion of cities, this trend will likely continue to increase, and more
businesses are developing solutions to supposedly ‘compute away local problems’ [94].

Through algorithmic smart city governance, the people who inhabit these cities are often viewed
as another passive source of data for measurement, control, optimisation and management at
scale. This is a very narrow and top down view of the role of citizens: people who inhabit, work
and play in cities. Berntzen et al. [14] argue that in addition to political participation – direct and
indirect participation in political decision-making – the role of the citizen in the smart city is also
to participate in helping solve problems and improve services in the city (also [94]). However, this
requires the city to have the necessary infrastructure and processes to support communication and
multiple types of participation [13]. In modern democratic societies, citizens are expected to be
actively participating in all matters of civic life [23], including political discourse [51], through
civic engagement activities run by the state [14] as well as citizen initiatives. Indeed, many have
recognised that using technology for participation is the key to a successful model of a smart city
[81, 83].
One of the ways technologies are utilised in the city is through sensors. Monitoring the urban

environment through sensors is an important part of figuring out how the city operates and
how people – through their everyday activities – are influencing the city as a whole. However,
technological distribution and the drivers for carrying out city-scale monitoring often come from
institutional actors, and such projects are mainly run by experts who make assumptions about
the population and the issues important to them [93, 94]. Communities are often not involved in
sensor placement, or in monitoring or evidencing urban challenges and hazards [93]. Although
portable, cost-effective ICT and IoT devices have enabled a wave of smart city sensing to be carried
out by citizens, this often creates additional datasets that are separate from the city data used for
decision-making. It is also problematic that citizen sensing projects can often be disregarded by
decision-makers because of a lack of trust in the data quality or accountability of the process. Here
the perception can be that citizens are simply going around using ‘toys’ that lack the accuracy of
monitoring tools used by the city [40] – questioning the validity and reliability of data produced by
citizen-led sensing. It seems that while this is partly to do with citizens not having the resources to
acquire the equipment for monitoring equivalent to that used by the city, it also relates to a lack of
mechanisms that would enable citizens to access already existing resources to conduct their own
investigations.
Citizens can broadly contribute data to the smart city in two ways: passively, by using some

service or automated system (e.g. a data logger), or as the result of a ‘data exhaust’ that sends data
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off to be analysed by algorithms implemented on automated systems; or actively, providing data by
reporting issues and problems through personal computing devices or using citizen science devices
to collect data about issues. However, what it would mean for citizens to not only produce data for
the smart city, but also access the data for their own ends, and even commission the kinds of data
they need, was the focus of our research. Through this paper, we contribute key insights to the
CSCW community through engaging with citizens as active data users of, as well as contributors
to, the smart city. In doing so, we recognise the type of participation enabled by the smart city is
determined by how citizens are able to engage with the smart city infrastructure and technological
interventions, and what roles they take in the use, design, creation and ownership of these solutions.
In this paper, we describe a two-year longitudinal study of co-designing community commis-

sioning resources for civic participation and action in the context of a city attempting to become
a smart city. We contribute to CSCW research by highlighting the important factors influencing
active citizen engagement with the existing smart city infrastructure and the collaborative pro-
cesses needed for communities to make effective use of the data. To achieve this, we adopted a
Participatory Action Design Research (PADRE) approach to designing the research and community
resources. It is a novel method that combines action research, participatory design and technology
iterations through engineering sprints that help produce an artefact which responds to the context
and needs of communities involved [44, 45]. In the paper, we offer the following contributions: (i)
insights from an in-depth participatory design process with the community, based on ethnographic
observations and engagements, identifying the need for and the process supporting community
commissioning; (ii) the development and configuration of multiple digital platforms and tools that
respond to the needs of the community; and (iii) learnings from the deployment and usage analysis
of SenseMyStreet (SeMS), a bespoke toolkit that enables citizens to both gather useful data and
commission the deployment of smart city sensors in their neighbourhoods. The intention of this
paper is to provide an example of the process of designing and deploying smart city technologies
‘in the wild’, for use by future researchers, designers and engineers embarking on projects with
similar aims.

2 RELATEDWORK
Collecting data about the environment can be useful for understanding complex processes, in-
forming decisions, and evidencing changes implemented in a city. Motivations for monitoring
and evidence gathering could be, for example, creating a digital twin of a city [17], building a
smart city analytics tool for more efficient service delivery [77], or understanding levels of noise or
air pollution [2, 31] to inform policies around planning and infrastructure changes in the city. In
addition, there are several ways that citizens can get involved in monitoring their environment.
These initiatives can be connected to citizen science [47] projects (e.g. Neighbourhood Nest Watch,
BioBlitz, British Bird Watch, climateprediction.net and Rosetta@home), crowdsourcing of public
infrastructure issues (e.g. FixMyStreet, FiksGataMi, SeeClickFix, PublicStuff and Street Bump) or
research efforts [35, 36, 62, 63, 65, 66, 82], all with various levels of participation [4, 47].
However, many smart city projects come with already-framed agendas or are driven by other

actors, meaning when citizens are eventually invited to participate, they have little scope to decide
on what, where and how data should be collected. Similarly, citizen science projects are sometimes
presented to people as something to ‘have a go’ with rather than seriously influence city decisions.
Hakken [46, p. 384] is critical of these kinds of approaches, stating that real constructive learning is
replaced by participation in the development of scientific knowledge. Looking at this through the
lens of Arnstein’s ladder of participation [4, 19], most of the current ways for non-expert citizens
to engage with smart city and its data are still at the tokenism phase, as citizens are rarely involved
in decisions around which smart city tools are taken up by the city or for what purposes the data is
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used. One example is in Boston, USA, where city officials designed an engagement process to enable
citizens to experiment with smart city tools before they were installed and decide on how they
could be best used [75]. Yet even in this example, the technologies were selected by decision-makers
for specific purposes and in specific trial locations. Although contributing to scientific knowledge
and open resources is important for advancing human knowledge, it does not provide individual
citizens with the power and choice to create scientific knowledge around issues important to them.
There can be other purposes for conducting citizen data collection than advancing science or

providing data to the smart city, e.g. for self-knowledge and personalised health interventions [53],
to raise public awareness around environmental issues [33, 35, 49, 61, 63, 69] or to evidence an issue
in the community and push for change [6, 10, 52, 62, 63]. The latter approaches involve community-
led investigations, whereby citizens are actively involved in the definition of the issue, as well
as the collection or acquiring of data and its analysis. For example, Balestrini et al. [9] explored
how low-cost sensing equipment can be used to empower citizens tackling specific sustainability
issues they were facing. Meanwhile, Kuznetsov et al. [62] designed low-cost sensors for measuring
the outdoor air quality, handing them out to non-experts in diverse communities to be positioned
in the city collecting data for public awareness and activism. Finally, Hsu et al. [52] built an air
quality monitoring system to help the local community gather and make sense of scientific data
to empower community action. However, while these efforts represent positive steps towards
meaningful engagement with citizens, the ability to influence city decisions with such data is
limited, as they centre on generating data that sits outside of policy-making contexts and city
datasets.
Some of these efforts have also benefited from portable and cost-effective ICT and IoT devices,

which have enabled a wave of smart city sensing carried out by citizens. To achieve this, people
can use their mobile phones or some type of citizen sensing toolkit or commercially available
monitoring devices (e.g. Foobot, Airthings, Netamo), whether part of research efforts or citizen
science projects [47]. Moreover, the availability of micro-controllers such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi
and MicroBit enable those with the capacity or skills to build their own sensors to use in citizen
sensing. Although people can assemble various components to achieve this1, plug and play citizen
sensing kits are also available (e.g. AirBeam2, Smart Citizen Kit3, AirQuality Egg4, AirPi5). Their low
barrier to entry means such devices are particularly useful for involving those who are not typically
involved in participatory initiatives (such as children) in gathering data about the environment to
spark discussions around environmental issues with the wider community [84]. Similarly, multiple
platforms have been developed, such as Open Data Kit (ODK) [48], EpiCollect [1], Sensr [58],
wq.io [85], CitSci.org [72], DisCoPar [100] and App Movement [41], which people can use for their
own investigations. This can be achieved through a reusable mobile or web application that can
be reconfigured and deployed to a specific project. The use of these tools has been successful in
engaging citizens with issues and widening participation. However, there are still issues around
legitimizing citizen efforts in the eyes of decision-makers [40].

As digital technologies increasingly pervade our cities and societies, there is need to move beyond
tokenistic involvement of citizens towards supporting more meaningful forms of participation
(vis-à-vis Arnstein’s ladder [4, 19]). The breadth of studies in CSCW and HCI community have
shown that bottom-up and issue-led approaches can have a greater impact on the lives of involved
citizens than those implemented through organisational strategies. Examples can be found in
1https://wonderfulengineering.com/10-best-raspberry-pi-sensor-kits/
2http://aircasting.org
3https://smartcitizen.me
4https://airqualityegg.com
5http://airpi.es
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community commissioning, [8, 41, 89, 91] democratic discourse [28, 55, 57, 95], situated voting
[12, 43, 50, 92, 98] and community infographics [24, 60, 68]. Meanwhile, researchers are investigating
ways that data can be used by citizens to improve their personal and community lives. While recent
works in CSCW have investigated ways of understanding and helping communities voice the issues
[56] and developed tools to support citizens accessing and working with existing Open Data to
evidence issues impacting local neighbourhood [78], these approaches do little to overcome the
challenges and inequalities in data deserts [80]. Similarly, when citizen generated data is included
in decision-making, for example in a planning process [66], it is taken as an additional dataset that
is not fully integrated as part of the standard practice.

Although these works and other digital civics [74, 99] approaches have good examples of helping
to identify the needs of the community through bringing common concerns to the surface [70]
and extending the social capital [25] to enable community driven change, their limitations are
often a creation of separate contrasting evidence bases (i.e., datasets) contained within a specific
group or community, rather than integration of citizen generated data with the existing city data
for decision-making. Furthermore, the tools often used by citizens to collect data do not integrate
with the existing smart city infrastructure, nor is the city infrastructures used for decision-making
seen as community assets that can be accessed by citizens. As data becomes the de facto driver for
decision- and policy-making, it is vital that we provide citizens with equitable access to the tools
and processes needed to collect and effectively use the data from our smart infrastructures. Instead
of having small victories from bottom-up approaches in isolated communities, we need to explore
ways to legitimise these types of approaches, scale them and make active citizen participation and
advocacy through data a norm in the smart city.

3 STUDY CONTEXT
In 2017, over two thirds of households in the UK commuted by car [73] and with vehicle registrations
growth of 630 thousand per year6, the issues of congestion and air quality become more prevalent
in urban areas. This is creating significant issues for the environment and for public health; for
example, outdoor pollution is now linked to around 40,000 deaths each year in the UK7. To address
this, UK government announced a national plan setting out safe legal limits for roadside nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) levels 8. Newcastle, the focus city of this study, was amongst the cities that were
breaching these limits. Although parts of the city have been under constant monitoring since 1995,
air quality remains a significant issue, and with car ownership still on the rise, this shows no signs
of abating. The city has made several attempts to increase public awareness about air pollution,
in combination with measures to discourage car use and incentivise alternative modes of travel.
However, proposals instigated by the city in 2019 were met with resistance and controversy 9.
Innovations in sensing technologies have meant cities like Newcastle can get a more accurate

picture of air quality in the city. Allied with the growth in citizen science efforts, it has also spurred
city residents into taking an active role in conversations about air pollution and the collection of air
quality data. A 2016 report published by health professionals10 captures this, by inviting citizens to
‘be aware of the air quality where you live and harness technology to stay informed and monitor air
pollution effectively’. Although there have been active efforts around air quality monitoring through
national urban observatories (UOs)11, from which Newcastle UO is part of, it was largely driven by

6https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/vehicle-licensing-statistics-2018
7https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/every-breath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution
8https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-plan-for-nitrogen-dioxide-no2-in-uk-2017
9https://www.breathe-cleanair.com/
10https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/every-breath-we-take-lifelong-impact-air-pollution
11https://www.ukcric.com/
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research, governance and opportunistic deployments. The data collected was made available to
everyone; however, this did not give everyone the opportunity to monitor air pollution ‘effectively’,
especially on a hyper-local neighbourhood scale. However, having the UO already established
served as an excellent opportunity to investigate ways we could open such resources up for citizen
and community use, and explore mechanisms that help incorporate the wishes and desires of
citizens into the picture of how a city operates.

4 RESEARCH APPROACH
The motivations outlined in Section 2 within the context of local issues - a result of increasing
urbanisation, affecting public health and urban mobility (Section 3) - along with the ready availabil-
ity of digital resources for investigating such issues presented an opportunity for research. Such
research could shed light on how data production could be democratised and used to better engage
communities affected by these issues. The study took a Participatory Action Design Research
(PADRE) [44, 45] approach to understanding the needs of communities. Through engagement activ-
ities and user-centred co-design processes, we developed digital tools and processes for supporting
people-led investigations, data collection and advocacy efforts at the same time integrating with
the existing smart city infrastructures used by decision-makers.
The research in this paper encompassed three stages detailed in the following sections: (1)

Building Relationships with local residents in the city to map out citizen data needs and find people
interested in participating in the co-design process; (2) Designing Community Resources, with a
group of residents, that help citizens produce data about hyper-local issues; and (3) Developing,
Operating and Evaluating the SeMS Toolkit tools and processes and its use by the community. A
timeline on Figure 1 shows the chronological order of the research, from its inception to evaluation.
Although timeline on Figure 1 shows Stage 3: Developing, Operating and Evaluating the SeMS Toolkit
this process linearly following from the design, this was rather an ongoing process spanning across
the whole study, with constant feedback loops and reflections as is the nature of iterative design.

5 STAGE 1: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
The first stage of the research was to build relationships with community members who were
concerned about these issues in Newcastle and understand the ways that they were using data for
civic advocacy. This was also key for understanding public perceptions of the data being collected
by the city and recruiting members of the community to take up the SeMS toolkit later in the
research. We gauged the initial interest of the community through an exploratory workshop, held in
April 2017. The aim of this was to listen to the concerns and motivations of local residents, explore
their data and technology needs for supporting their civic advocacy and action and earn their trust
to participate in a design process. The workshop was advertised publicly through posters, direct
contacts and through social media accounts widely followed by city residents.

Shortly after this work, we were approached by several attendees based in a neighbourhood of
the city who were keen to explore different routes to action on air pollution. They supported the
infrastructure changes that the city was proposing but wanted to see these changes go even further.
Owing to a lack of data about local air pollution, as the city’s sensor coverage did not reach their
neighbourhood, one of these were monitoring air pollution using a diffusion tubes12. They were
keen to scale up this data collection and analysis, as for them, this data was the strongest way to
demonstrate the extent of air quality issues in their neighbourhood and advocate for change. We
saw this as an opportunity for a partnership, where motivated local residents could participate in
the design of a toolkit that would enable them to collect data through handheld sensing equipment

12https://laqm.defra.gov.uk/diffusion-tubes/diffusion-tubes.html
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Fig. 1. Timeline of the study with three types of events shown: activities and events related to the SeMS
toolkit, activities and actions of the group involved in the co-design process, and the events and changes in
the community
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and commission their own static sensors to be installed in their neighbourhood. Later on, this
became the SeMS toolkit.

Table 1. People involved in the SeMS toolkit co-design process

Participant Roles

P1 local charity trustee, retired council worker (city planner) from a different council
P2 professional working in ICT
P3 parent, manager working in academia
P4 parent, general practitioner working at the NHS
P5 parent, lawyer
P6 parent, professional working at the NHS
P7 parent, public relations officer
P8 consultant

From this initial approach, a total of eight residents based in this neighbourhood volunteered
to participate in the co-design of the SeMS toolkit (Table 1). All of these were active or retired
professionals with prior experience of participating in city consultations and felt comfortable using
ICTs to collect data for political advocacy. All these participants were already involved in official
and unofficial or insider and outsider activities [5] around the issues and thus were able to draw
on their connections within the wider community. While we recognise that this group does not
reflect the diversity of the city as a whole, we felt it was significant that they were able to leverage
their political capital to support the project and provide vital in-roads to engaging with the wider
community.

6 STAGE 2: DESIGNING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Once these residents had agreed to participate in the design of the toolkit (Table 1), the second
stage of the research centred on gathering requirements for setting up this toolkit. This involved
a five-month long engagement and iterative co-design process involving community meetings,
mapping and citizen sensing activities, focus groups and ethnographic work. We set out these
activities below.

6.1 Surfacing and Mapping Community Concerns
An initial design workshop provided indicative evidence of community interest and also a group of
residents keen on getting involved with the co-design process. Furthermore, there were available
funds from the UO to acquire environmental monitoring equipment; however, up to this point,
there was no commissioning toolkit in place to manage this shared resource, nor was there a clear
view of the places and the sort of environmental indicators people were interested in measuring.
Together with the research team from the UO, we came up with a set of potential monitors that
could be acquired or repurposed, provided there was interest from the people. These included
scientific-grade air quality, noise and traffic monitors that could be located on lampposts by UO
engineers and hand-held environmental monitors that people could use themselves on commutes.

To explore these avenues and get an idea of what people were particularly interested inmeasuring,
a meeting was set up with the group of residents (Table 1). At the meeting, the group provided
some background to their area and talked about the areas of concern and their ‘desire for data to
help residents make better decisions and advocate for change’. These discussions also carried onto
the group’s Facebook page and were summed up by P2:
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Firstly, there doesn’t seem to be any information about the air quality in [the area] that is
readily available to members of the public. I think it would be good to establish a baseline
on the level of pollution within [the area], particularly along the main roads. (P2)

Having no data available from that particular area, the residents had to rely on their perceptions
and local knowledge when deciding what the most important places were that needed investigating
through environmental sensing. Through discussion, people had to agree on where to focus their
efforts and use the limited resources to gather environmental data about the area. As five of the
participants were parents whose children went to the local schools, the focus was on areas where
young people may be exposed to the harmful effects of roadside traffic pollution. This focus was
a recurring theme with almost all community groups engaged throughout the project. In this
sense, advocates were trying to voice the concern of those who may not have been able to do so
themselves (e.g. young children, the elderly, and people with reduced mobility) but were often the
ones affected by the issue the most. Although this type of engagement activity worked well in a
focus group setting, it needed everyone to come together in a physical space and needed support
from the researcher to facilitate the mapping. Reflecting on the engagements, it seemed that in
order to scale this process and enable broader participation from the community, there was a need
to reach beyond those in attendance of community group meets and support alternative modes of
participation mediated by online interactions.

6.2 Planning Community Investigation
The first set of meetings and engagements over a month and a half with the community group
helped identify places in the neighbourhood and the issues that people wanted to explore in those
places. The next step for the community group was to come up with a strategy. After the initial
meetings and conversations with the community group, they came up with a proposal called ‘Air
Pollution in Heaton - The desire for data to help residents make decisions’, which consisted of: (1)
Background; (2) Areas of concern; (3) A desire for data; Action plan; (4) Areas for fixed monitors;
and (5) Areas for hand-held monitoring.

People were driven by the fact that there was no data available from the area to make an informed
statement about the air quality. The first aim for people was to establish a baseline on the level of
pollution in the area. This document also set out a clear action plan for doing so through collecting
the data, but also for using the data for advocacy and activities for local benefit. The following is a
statement from the air pollution bid submitted by the residents:

The hope is that the data collected from these monitors will fill in the current gaps in air
quality data for the area and provide a good baseline for decisions of further research
around measures designed to improve air quality.

At this point, there was no fixed process in place that would set the criteria of how resources would
be allocated to the people, nor any mechanism of transparency. The back and forth conversations
between us and the community group that guided the creation of the proposal were not documented
and stayed within the close group. In addition to the issue of transparency, there was also no
opportunity for others to learn from these processes. Although the exercise of creating an action
plan (i.e. proposal) was good for setting the agenda for the community-led investigation, the
knowledge shared and obtained in the process stayed within the specific community group. This
knowledge, however, could potentially be leveraged by another community group, and lessons
learned from it would help improve the process of commissioning. Reflecting on the process of the
community developing a data collection plan, there seemed to be a need to design a mechanism
that encouraged wider participation of the community through active discussions and feedback
loops.
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6.3 Initial Community Investigation
In addition to enabling people to commission environmental monitors from the UO and get
them deployed in their community, the people also wanted to be more actively involved in the
investigation. This meant that there was a need for equipment that people themselves could use on
their commutes to work or when taking their children to school. By doing so, people could not only
get a personal perspective and idea of individual exposure, which links to health impacts, but also
cover more ground in the neighbourhood and provide a good basis for decisions regarding further
investigation around air quality in the area. Although these sensors would provide a snapshot of
data, they would still provide a basis for discussions and decision-making for the residents. In a
way, this part of the process was less linked with advocacy and raising awareness and more about
self-knowledge and taking ownership of the investigation surrounding community issues. The
main concerns pointed out by the members of the groups were linked to the increased volumes of
traffic having an impact on people’s safety and air quality. Through the UO project at Newcastle
University, a high precision, hand-held particulate monitor13 was then purchased and loaned out
to the community group to start investigating the air quality in the area. At this point, all the
communication with the advocacy group was carried out through face-to-face meetings or email
correspondence, which also included the scheduling of the sensor handover and return to the
UO. This meant that there was always a reliance on the researcher to make connections with
community groups and coordinate the sensor loans, which brought to attention another design
challenge and requirement for the technology. This stage of the investigation was highly dependent
on the contributions of people. After they got the sensor and a brief introduction about how to use it,
they needed to figure out the monitoring schedule (Section 6.2), time allocation and logistics around
exchanging the monitor within the group to meet the monitoring schedule. People were given
an overview of data collection methods, sampling, variability of different indicators, influencing
factors and robustness of the data, but the actual monitoring plan was intentionally left for them to
set out. For people doing the monitoring this served as an important step in taking ownership of
the issue. An additional reason for promoting community-led investigation was the emphasis on
people’s experiences of living and moving around the area, which provided local tacit knowledge
not obtained by the research team. These experiences were also important for understanding the
issues and different perspectives around them. In order to share these perspectives, there was a
need for a mechanism that would be able to capture them, in addition to the sensor readings from
the hand-held sensor. These experiences and knowledge also prompted people to start thinking
about how to present data to the wider community. A comment left on the group’s Facebook page
by P1 promoted a discussion on this for the group’s meetings:

We need to start on some explanation to go alongside the plots explaining what’s being
measured and what the results mean before putting it on our site. We’ll need to explain
particle pollution and safe limits too, but we can talk about that on Thursday. (P1)

This study was conducted through a user-centred co-design process, where the designed tech-
nologies were direct responses to the requirements that surfaced from engaging with the people.
Several requirements for the design of the technology surfaced from the initial engagement with the
community group around local issues. However, because of the participatory nature of the research,
the main focus was not only on acquiring and providing people artefacts (i.e. the environmental
monitors) that would give them capabilities to carry out community-led investigations, but on the
whole design process and the coupled technologies, which were considered as a way of creating
knowledge, expanding community networks and helping to build the capacity of the community.

13https://www.palas.de/en/product/fidasfrog
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Identify the issues
Flag your issue on the map

Get the facts
Get sensors deployed 

on your street

Data for everyone
Get the data to evidence or 

inform your issue

Plan and propose
Decide when and where to place 

sensors with your local community

1 2 3 4

Fig. 2. Illustration of the four steps of the toolkit’s process

This approach and the strategies linked to it echoes those of scholars working on civic engagement
[5] and participatory design [15, 97].

7 STAGE 3: DEVELOPING, OPERATING AND EVALUATING THE SEMS TOOLKIT
From the beginning of the research, the focus and emphasis was on supporting initiatives where
citizens are involved in problem definition, data collection and analysis, thus taking a extreme citizen
science [47] approach and helping people to achieve more control [4]. The findings from the initial
ethnography – conversations with the community members, observations and the design workshop
– and the process of designing the community resources (Section 6) all fed into the first prototype of
the SeMS toolkit. When designing it, the aim was not to develop stacks of more digital technologies
because there was already an abundance of smart city technologies available, but also to look at how
existing technologies could be reconfigured to be put to use by citizens for community problem-
solving activities. Through the development and use of participatory GIS [54, 86] and mapping,
leveraging environmental sensing equipment and models of community commissioning [42] and
HCI for geospatial technologies, the first prototype of the sensor commissioning toolkit was built.
Table 2 lists the implementation of the digital technologies that make up the first prototype of SeMS
with links to the process of the toolkit. While the toolkit continues to be used by communities and
is constantly evolving, for this analysis, the focus will be on the first prototype.

7.1 The Process
This section will provide an overview of the process for the sensor commissioning toolkit that
was derived from the co-design activities (Section 6), in addition to explaining how certain design
decisions were made at each step of the process. Figure 2 shows the overall makeup of the first
prototype, which consisted of four steps, each of which had its associated processes and technologies.
Each step is broken down into smaller activities to provide better details of the whole process of
issue identification, citizen data collection and sensor commissioning.

7.1.1 Identify The Issues: Negotiating with the community. Like the initial engagements (Section 6),
the first step of the toolkit was to aid people in identifying the issues that they were concerned with
and wanted to explore in their neighbourhood. This may have been something an individual was
concerned in particular or something that a group of residents might advocate for; nevertheless,
these issues were almost always connected to places in the community and something that could
potentially nourish the creation of a community network. The back and forth communication
between the group and researcher, and the planning and organising of the sensor handover, was
replaced with automated systems that people could access online. Process of identifying issues was
done by signing up on SeMS website, flagging issues on map, identifying neighbourhood areas for
monitoring and applying for a loan of a hand-held monitor to conduct preliminary monitoring.
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Table 2. Overview of the SeMS toolkit’s technologies and data produced related to process

Process Technologies Data Produced
Infrastructure Purpose

Identify The Issues Bespoke web platform Onboarding, issue mapping Location based issues
Google Forms, Scripting, Calen-
dar

Automated sensor loan system Sensor loan schedule

Hand-held monitors Citizen sensing equipment Sensor recordings
Bespoke mobile application Geo-tagged citizen reflections,

GPS coordinates
Audio and text recordings
of reflections, coordinates

Google Drive, Python scripts Automated data uploads, data
parsing

GPS coordinates merged
with hand-held sensor
recordings

Carto 14 Data Visualisation Maps of citizen sensing
Plan And Propose Bespoke proposals platform Collaboration on proposals Proposal documents for

fixed monitoring
Get The Facts UO deployment schedules Deploying commissioned mon-

itors
Deployment location

Data For Everyone City data portal Publishing of city data Commissioned sensor data

Enabling the community to use an online map to identify issues expanded the participation to
people that may not have been present at the community meetings and also to people who may
not even have been aware of these issues in the neighbourhood. They could then engage with the
other residents and start a discussion around the issues of concern and plan further investigations
with the community. To extend the exploration of the flagged issues, the toolkit enabled people to
investigate them further through conducting environmental monitoring with hand-held monitors.
People could identify areas of concern and then apply online to borrow hand-held monitors from
the UO. A set of hand-held monitors was acquired based on the types of issues people flagged
through the SeMS web platform. The first prototype of the toolkit had three different types of
hand-held monitors: particulate monitors, noise monitors and traffic counters. What distinguishes
SeMS from most other citizen-sensing initiatives is that the types of monitors used in the toolkit
were scientific-grade monitors, which are considered to be high precision and often cost ten times
more than the usual low-cost equipment. Once resources became available, people received or
picked up a hand-held monitor from the UO, which they could use for a maximum period of one
month to monitor their commutes. Additionally, a bespoke mobile application was developed for
people to track their journeys and to enable them to record audio and text based reflections while
doing the monitoring. Sensor data accompanied by individual perspectives was then uploaded and
shared with the community to help them further understand the issues.

7.1.2 Plan And Propose: Negotiating with the UO and other stakeholders. Using hand-held monitors
provided people with an opportunity to collect data from places and about issues that were not
possible before. People could use that data to look at whether the issues they flagged were also
showing up in the data to see if their worries around the severity of the issue in those locations
were confirmed or not. The snapshot of data not only provided an overview of personal exposure on
everyday commutes, but also laid a good base for planning and proposing areas that needed more
focus and additional monitoring using fixed monitors. People could use this data as a discussion
point for deciding where they would need to continue monitoring in order to get a better picture of
the issue. The Plan and Propose step was similar to the Planning Community Investigation activity
people engaged with in the design of the toolkit described in Section 6, but now it could reach
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beyond them in attendance of the meeting. For that, a bespoke online proposals platform was
developed and deployed which enabled community members to create and collaborate on a proposal
and plan the deployments. Additionally, the platform enabled communication and collaboration
with the professionals and engineers (from the UO) doing the deployments.

7.1.3 Get The Facts. After the community had consolidated their discussions into a proposal and
it was approved by everyone who participated, they moved to the next stage of scheduling the
deployment with the UO. This step of the toolkit did not introduce any additional technologies
to the process but instead relied on the information and scheduling obtained from the proposals
created by the community group. Once deployment was agreed, engineers at UO scheduled it in
with the overall deployment plan. From this point forward, the responsibility for data collection was
handed over from the community to the researchers and engineers at UO, which meant that they
had to guarantee successful deployment and deliver the best possible quality of data. Initially, the
maximum deployment time was one month, but because the monitors needed some time to settle,
the deployment time was extended up to two months. However, the community could reapply for
another deployment in the future once the resources were available again.

7.1.4 Data For Everyone. Once the monitors were successfully deployed, people were notified
and could access the data from their commissioned monitors using UO’s city data portal. To avoid
creating another data silo, the data collected from the commissioned sensors was made accessible in
real time on the UO city data portal – similar to other monitors deployed in the city. The monitors
were recording up to nine different environmental indicators, saving a reading every minute. Hence,
in a month, one monitor would have recorded 9*43,800=394,200 readings from a commissioned
place in the neighbourhood. People could then use the portal to view the latest readings, graph 24
hours or 7 days of readings, and use the data download functionality or API to get data on any
period of the deployment.

7.2 Collected Data
This section reports on the usage data of SeMS (Table 2) and the observed interactions with it
across different platforms and tools linked to the toolkit. Participants included in this reporting are
everyone who took part in the design of the toolkit (Table 1) and also people who engaged with any
of the toolkit’s digital platforms later on when it was operational for the period of this evaluation
(Figure 1). An overview of the submitted issues are given with their geographical division in relation
to the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)15. Additionally, this analysis provides an overview of
activities for different groups and individuals who took part in the study and engaged with the
digital systems.
The SeMS toolkit enables the collection of engagement metrics from three different bespoke

user-facing platforms: the SeMS web platform, the automated sensor loan scheduling system, and
the SeMS Proposals platform. Each system uses its own infrastructure (Table 2) to collect statistics
about the engagement:

• The SeMS web platform allows reporting on the number of people signed up and reported
issues and provides locations and information about inserted issues;

• The automated sensor loan scheduling system allows reporting on the number of people that
applied for conducting hand-held sensing and their advocacy group association; and

• The SeMS Proposals platform allows reporting on the number of proposals created and the
groups involved;

15https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2019
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The SeMS toolkit was officially launched in the summer of 2017. Over two years leading up to
this evaluation, 65 people had signed up through the SeMS web platform and 45 issues had been
submitted using the mapping tool on the site. From there, six groups (G1-G6) and seven individuals
(I1-I7) signed-up (Table 4) to borrow hand-held monitors, using the sign-up form linked to the
automated sensor loan scheduling system. Following that, four proposals were submitted through
the SeMS Proposals platform for commissioning fixed monitors to be installed by the UO, and
four deployments have been carried out. Additional data used for this analysis originated from
ethnographic work, including field notes from private meetings, community events organised
by the group and public meetings around particular issues of concern. Although each platform
was independent and often required users to sign up separately, ethnographic work conducted by
the main author enabled links to be made between each participant’s activities across different
platforms and an overview of each participant’s level of engagement to be compiled. However, the
data collected to report on the study is not definitive as the toolkit is still operational, is constantly
evolving, and is being used by communities to gather data for exploring and evidencing issues in
their neighbourhoods.

7.3 Analysis
Table 3 shows that the majority of issues were linked to air quality, which was also one of the main
drivers of this study. Issues with traffic were also mainly related to the air quality issue; however,
one of the traffic monitoring submissions was to do with counting the number of people using the
new cycle lane. The issue form also enabled people to flag issues about matters the toolkit could not
measure at that point. The Other issues submitted where about measuring water level and quality
in the river and vibrations from the building works in a residential area. This could help expand
the toolkit in the future and acquire new sensing equipment to respond to citizen’s concerns.

Table 3. Distribution of submitted issues on the SeMS web platform

Issue Type Count Example

Air Pollution 36 There is a nursery for infants and air quality may be poor at peak times due to queuing
traffic which idles / high traffic volume.

Noise Pollution 3 Late night noise from student houses / HMO - residents cannot get enough sleep.
Traffic 3 (Local) Road is a busy road off the coast road leading to (anon) Lane Ends. This area has

seen a huge increase in traffic in the last 5 years. Sainsbury’s expanding, new houses being
built are creating more traffic.

Other 3 Flooding may be caused by a combination of tidal and river effects. There are warning
signs in the basement of (anon) Street of what to do in the case of high water level, but no
monitoring of the water level. It would be great for this data to be available through the UO
so it can be used by people living and working in the area.

Furthermore, having the mapping component on the SeMS web platform and the availability of
Geo API enabled analysis of the issues through geography. Figure 3 illustrates all the submitted
issues compared against the IMD, which is the official measure of relative deprivation for small
areas in England and Wales, as outlined by the Office of National Statistics (ONS). These statistics
are published at the level of Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) that contain an average of 1,500
residents within any given boundary. The IMD uses seven domains to produce this overall measure:
income, employment, education, skills and training, health and disability, crime, barriers to housing
and services, and living environment. Using this metric, it is possible to look at the socioeconomic
characteristics of the areas and draw a comparison between different neighbourhoods within
England and Wales. When looking at the flagged issues compared against the IMD, it can be seen
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that the majority of the issues flagged are in the 10% - 40% of the least deprived areas according to
the metric. This may be an indication that the people who engaged with the toolkit were living in
those areas.
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Fig. 3. Number of Flagged Issues compared against Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) statistics: decile 1
represents the most deprived 10 per cent of areas and decile 10 represents the least deprived 10 per cent of
areas nationally

Table 4. The SenseMyStreet toolkit usage: ✓ means ‘yes’, × means ‘no’ and ⃝ indicate that the engagement
is ongoing (no data yet) and ‘None’ indicates no data available

Existing
Community
Group

Flagged
Issues

Hand-Held
Monitoring

Formulated
Publics

Submitted
Proposal

Planned
Action

Used
Data

Channel(s)

G1 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Newsletter, Facebook,
Blog, Twitter

I1 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Blog, Twitter
G2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × × Facebook, Website
I2 × × ✓ × × × × None
G3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × × × Facebook
G4 ✓ × ✓ × × × × Website
I6 × × ✓ × × × × None
I4 × × × × × × × None
G5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ⃝ Facebook, Website
I3 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ⃝ None
G6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ Facebook
I5 × ✓ ✓ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ None
I7 × ✓ ✓ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ None

Based on ethnographic work and the toolkit usage data (Section 7.2), an analysis of the overall
engagement with the digital platforms supporting the process of commissioning was conducted.
In order to understand the factors influencing active citizen engagement with the commissioning
toolkit and physical infrastructure, a comparison of activities for each community group or individ-
ual has been analysed. Table 4 shows the level of engagement and usage of the different technologies
across the toolkit. The key aspects considered are: existing community group, perceived issues
flagged on the SeMS web platform, engagement in hand-held monitoring, formulation of a public
[32] around the issue, submission of a proposal for sensor commissioning, an action plan for data
use, and usage of data by the community. Additionally, each individual’s or group’s communication
channel(s) with the community are provided as a comparison.
The analysis indicated that the existence of a community group is not essential for starting

engagement with the toolkit. In many cases, groups and publics formed alongside participating in
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the activities related to the SeMS toolkit. However, it was paramount to identify the issues within
the community to focus on at specific locations in the neighbourhood. Participants who did not
identify the issues or did not have a specific agenda in mind did not manage to get further from
hand-held monitoring. There was one special case where an individual’s advocacy efforts might
have had negative consequences on their quality of life, which meant that the issue was dropped
by the individual. However, it could be picked up again if enough people are interested in the issue
and want to do something about it. This indicates that there is a need for a public to emerge at some
point in order to ensure the successful use of the toolkit and the data it generates. The findings also
indicate that participant(s) who set a prerequisite action plan following data generation managed
to make use of the data. This was prominent in both cases – when people used hand-held monitors
to collect measurements or using data generated through commissioned monitors. There were
instances where participants engaged with the toolkit up to the point of getting fixed monitors
commissioned from the UO, seeing that as the end result of the engagement. Although the data
generated may be useful in the future as part of the city dataset, e.g. when infrastructure changes
are implemented in the area, without any promotion or intended use by citizens, it does not serve
the purpose with regard to the effective use of data by the community itself for civic participation,
advocacy and action.

8 DISCUSSION
In this paper we explore how citizens can take more active roles as prosumers of data in the smart
city. Through the iterative co-design process of setting up the SenseMyStreet toolkit and evaluating
its use, we illustrated how commissioning infrastructures are effective in providing mechanisms for
democratising access to smart city technology and promoting active citizen data production. We
discuss how commissioning can be seen as infrastructuring that opens up the digital and physical
infrastructure of the city to citizens, enables the integration of citizen data into the smart city
decision-making processes and through careful configuring can help form community networks
for taking local action. The documented design and implementation of the SeMS toolkit provides
an example for researchers and practitioners working in this space, and could help to inform the
design of projects that have similar aims.

8.1 Increasing Social Equity Through Commissioning
Although the promise of smart cities is to fight injustices and provide prosperity to everyone, the
physical infrastructure powering the smart city is still inaccessible for citizens. Despite data from it
often being made available, citizens to not have any control over how these smart city assets (e.g.
sensors) are spatially distributed and for what reasons. This puts communities in a disadvantageous
position of not being able to address issues important to them. The way scholars in design and HCI
and have aimed to address this is by focusing their efforts to design technology for immediate use
by communities or a response to a particular inquiry, but also for future unseen uses [16, 26, 30, 38].
This is what is referred to as infrastructuring, which essentially means using design practices to
support capacity building in the community.
Designing commissioning platforms situates itself somewhere in between, where the aim is to

develop a generic infrastructure that could be appropriated by people in their pursuit of issues, e.g.
systems such as App Movement, where people come together to leverage technological infrastruc-
ture to commission bespoke location-based mobile applications [41]. Although it is packaged as a
finished platform or toolkit (i.e. product or a thing), it is driven by a participatory design process,
facilitates the discovery of issues and also promotes the creation of publics [32]. This contradicts
what Ehn [38] has suggested; however, similar findings were discovered from a community project
around the design and use of a Community Resource Messenger (CRM) system for homeless
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communities living in urban areas [30]. Although the CRM system was designed as a response to
a practical need of a population, it still facilitated the creation of publics and their attachments
around issues.
As designers, and particularly as engineers of these technologies for participation and civic

engagement, there is often a desire to respond to people’s requirements with a particular novel
solution or a digital tool that addresses the issue. In the case of a commissioning toolkit, it could still
be a product or a useful system, but it has to facilitate infrastructuring. Consequently, we argue that
commissioning is changing the way we understand infrastructuring. Community commissioning
platforms should not shy away from being designed as purposeful systems; however they should
be built for uses that are defined through engaging with it and issues of concern. Moreover, as
we illustrated with SeMS, commissioning platforms are great at facilitating access to the physical
resources of the city (i.e. smart city sensors) in order to engage in the exploration of local issues.
Commissioning in this instance is infrastructuring engagement around digital or physical infras-
tructure. Making those resources available for citizens and opening up smart city technologies
for a more equitable society. The availability of physical tools (i.e. environmental monitors) can
provide support for community action through enabling people to participate in the creation of
new sources of data for the city that did not exist before.
Citizens accessing physical infrastructure through SeMS was actually a two stage process: (1)

citizen sensing using hand-held monitors (2) and commissioning environmental sensor data from
the UO. In the first stage, people engaged in the data collection themselves by using borrowed
hand-held monitors to learn more about the issue and what goes into environmental monitoring –
the issues with the technologies, the uncertainties with the readings and the value of the data. This
helped the community get a personal perspective and take ownership of the issue in hand. Enabling
citizens access to the smart city tools that are already used by city officials and scientist responded
to critiques of citizen sensing projects, which are often derided because the types of sensors used
by the public are considered to be ‘toys’ [40]. In the second stage, people commissioned stationary
monitors to be placed in their neighbourhood by professionals at the UO who carried out the data
generation. This meant that the community-commissioned monitors received the same attention
and went through the same deployment process as they would if the data had been collected for
scientific research or policy purposes.

Certainly, commissioned sensors from the SeMS helped generate data about the local community
to inform issues of concern in the neighbourhood and enable people to voice their concerns by
making them more visible to others through appropriating the toolkit’s resources. Designing
provisioning of existing smart city resources through commissioning, rather than creating a novel
one off solution, is more likely to support capacity building (in terms of skills and knowledge) that
would benefit the community in the long run and provide recurring and sustained participation
around issues of concern. The SeMS design process and resulting platform described in this
paper provides an example for other researchers and designers of how such commissioning of
resources and provisioning of physical infrastructure through digital platforms could be configured.
Commissioning platforms, such as SeMS have the ability to scale up or streamline the processes
of infrastructuring, at the same time as preserving the components of participatory design for
constituting publics to develop attachments to act upon [30, 70]. However, within this somewhat
generic system for engagement, it is still important to recognise the diverse nature of these formed
publics and provide different levels of support for taking action.

8.2 Communities’ Role as Active Data Producers
The aim of this research was to uncover mechanisms to democratise data production for the smart
city by enabling citizens to collect and explore data relevant to the issues important to them at
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the hyper-local scale. The SeMS toolkit and the process of sensor commissioning successfully
provided mechanisms to carry out a citizen-led deployment of environmental monitors and helped
generate data about issues important to communities. The toolkit also created a situation where
data was demand-driven rather than the usual open data portal’s ideology – ‘If we put data out
there, people will use it’. Local communities needed that hyper-local data in order to take action
and advocate for change. Moreover, the data produced by citizens did not get siloed from the rest of
the data powering the smart city, it became embedded into the dataset used by the decision-makers.
Additionally, having the data for the whole city accessible in one place also enabled communities
to compare the sensor readings from their area to other areas, thus giving them an idea of their
neighbourhood matched up to others. The mechanisms of SeMs exemplified how we can move
away from the tokenism engagement with the smart city to citizens being equal prosumers of data.
Furthermore, the online tools of SeMS enabled the commissioning process to scale and extend

the participation through different forms of communications for people unable, or unwilling, to
engage in face-to-face dialogue; for example, taking the proposal creation online provided a way
for people who could not make or were not aware of community meetings to participate in the
discussion and get their voices represented. Additionally, it also helped to document the process for
transparency and reproduction, sharing the knowledge with other groups who may want to carry
out their own investigations and submit a proposal of their own. Proposals were also looked over
by expert professionals at the UO who could give communities guidance on how to get the most
out of the deployment in terms of data quality and placements of the commissioned monitors. This
process of technological distribution is generally decided behind closed doors and not published for
public scrutiny. However, the decisions made of where and what data to collect will influence the
resulting actions taken and the populations affected. We need to make sure that not only everyone
has access to tools to produce data for the city, but also be able to understand the motivations and
be able to interrogate data produced by others.
This however opens up issues around the ownership and people’s rights to these data sources.

There is ongoing debate around data ownership regarding its generation and rights to access16.
This also extends to the idea that data has no owner, whereas the collection of data does. However,
if the data is commissioned by the community, does this mean that the community owns this data?
The SenseMySteet project and the UO, who deployed the commissioned monitors, both work in the
spirit of transparency and openness, which means that the data is made publicly available using
open licences. If data is in the public domain, who does it belong to, and can the community take
ownership of it? By definition, open data ‘can be freely accessed, used, modified and shared by anyone
for any purpose – subject only, at most, to requirements to provide attribution and/or share-alike’17,
and as defined by Open Definition, it has to be open both legally (licensed under open licence) and
technically (without attached costs) in bulk and machine-readable format. Both of these statements
speak true for our study.

It is worth noting that when communities handed over the task of data collection to the research
team at the UO, they put a lot of trust in the process; however, that often meant they also handed
over responsibility for appropriating the collected data. This was evident with some groups that
participated in the study, where they commissioned the sensors to provide data for the community
without having a particular aim to use it themselves in the future:

Air Pollution Monitors along Brunton Lane near the roundabouts would be beneficial to
everyone. (Posted on SenseMyStreet Proposals platform)

16https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/data-governance/data-ownership-rights-and-controls-October-
2018.pdf
17http://opendatahandbook.org/glossary/en/terms/open-data
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Unfortunately, this meant that once the stationary monitor was installed, the group stopped
interacting with the toolkit because there were no next steps planned with the data. Nevertheless
the data that had been collected from the commissioned sensor was now part of the city dataset
available to everyone. In that sense the data also became a shared responsibility of everyone
involved. Whether it was a role of UO to steward and make this data accessible, data scientists to
use this data to provide useful insights, and city officials to include those in the decision-making
process and citizens to leverage those to draw attention to the issues and advocate for positive
change in the community. Hence, we argue that there is need to move away from looking at data
for decision-making that affects us all as something that is owned, and rather look at it more as
a shared resource for everyone’s benefit [90], making us more responsible of our decisions and
actions around data production and use.

8.3 Configuring Commissioning for Creation of Community Networks
The SeMS toolkit enabled people to access the physical resources of the smart city in order to engage
in the exploration of local issues. Hence, the question is: Can the act of using or deploying the sensors
be seen as a successful effort of infrastructuring? We argue that availability of physical infrastructure
and the act of participating itself does not facilitate the creation of – or is not sufficient enough by
itself to form – the publics [32] needed to move towards citizens taking action. Commissioning
process has to provide scaffolding to help achieve this. As we noted before, commissioning as
infrastructuring has to facilitate engagement around digital or physical infrastructure (e.g. smart
city sensors). In this sense, it needs to be integrated with activities supporting the usage of these
physical things. The SeMS toolkit approached this through a four-step exploration process that
facilitated the framing of issues, gathering support and developing attachments. Issue discovery
was built into the system through participatory GIS and citizen sensing to align data generation
with particular concerns and to help form publics around those issues. This aligns with the ideas
of Marres [70] and Dantec and DiSalvo [30] regarding infrastructuring, where socio-technical
processes and resources are put in place to support imagined futures.

Moreover, without going through the SeMS process, the physical infrastructure did not necessarily
provide the effective use of the resources by communities. This was evident in a couple of cases
where people signed up to borrow hand-held monitors without defining the issue (i.e. mapping
it through the platform) they were interested in (by skipping the first step of the toolkit). Some
of them did not collect the monitors and some just tested the monitors for a brief while and then
stopped doing so. That is not to say, however, that self-discovery and learning about technology
are not useful for framing issues. When reflecting on the process of commissioning, it seems that
getting the commissioned sensors deployed was actually marking a start of additional activities
that related to the effective use of data by citizens. In a similar way, as pointed out by [30]:

[...] infrastructuring comes as a result of the reconfigurations that occur around and with
a technological intervention; that is, the deployment of the technology is a beginning, not
an end. [30, p .249]

Hence, there needs to be careful configuring of commissioning and the tools that facilitate
it to promote further actions for the community. Documented way to achieve this is through
ownership as it steers people towards future action [30], whether it is taking ownership and
building attachments to issues [5, 33, 70] or taking ownership of the designed technology [34]. The
SeMS toolkit worked well in helping people take ownership of the issues by publicly posting them
and enabling people to attach personal opinions on the matter, which could then be investigated
through data collection. Taking ownership of the designed technology (i.e. the toolkit and all
the resources), however, appeared to be much more multifaceted. Commissioning systems are
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usually designed as generic platforms or systems that connect multiple platforms and bespoke
sub-systems, which is referred to as design ‘appropriation’ [37] or an ‘unplatformed’ design [64]
approach, implying the use of online platforms for purposes that they were not initially designed
for. The SeMS toolkit could be considered as an unplatformed system because of its use of multiple
configurable platforms like bespoke GIS web platform and proposals platform, Carto, and Google
Drive, Forms, Calendar, mobile app and Scripting (with the addition of physical infrastructure in
the form of scientific-grade environmental monitors). However, a hidden part of the toolkit was
also the communication channels (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, and blogs) that groups used to exchange
ideas and share information (also [3, 27]). These parts should not be excluded from the process of
commissioning because they often already have an existing community and their technologies that
could be integrated into the process.

The configuration of commissioning platforms should be fluid, flexible and ad-hoc to accommo-
date different communities, ways of doing things and routes to action, at the same time providing
equal access to digital or physical infrastructure. Moreover, there is often more tangible value
generated from in situ and informal social encounters where information exchange is happening.
Carroll and Rosson [21] point out that the social context helps to concentrate focus and make the
activities more goal-oriented. In other words, people are more likely to commit to responsibilities
and make something of vital importance happen because success and failure in community-led
projects largely depend on individual initiative-taking [22]. However, how things are actually
done with regard to the responsibilities to make something happen is face-to-face and in small
core groups of communities that have combined people with different skills. The findings from
the toolkit usage suggest that there is an importance to planned action and establishing a strong
community network. It is not only important for keeping up engagement with the toolkit, but also
for sharing skills, increasing social capital and building community knowledge.
As mentioned before, the initial involvement in the design process was by active people and

groups of advocates in already identified communities, enabling us to leverage the momentum
and get the community resources out there. However, outside this group, more people signed up
through the infrastructures that were set up as a result of the research. In a sense these groups and
communities are also in competition with each other for literally the space in the city. Meaning
changes and improvements in the built infrastructure could have negative implications in other
areas of the city, e.g. diverting all the traffic from one area to another. Looking at the initial identified
issues (Figure 3), there is a skew towards more issues being flagged in affluent areas.
In addition to learning from other communities’ commissioning process, there are ways that

technology can support interactions between people in different groups, help articulate shared
concerns and values, facilitate information gathering and build shared knowledge between these
hyper-local communities [21]. Going forward, there is a need to further identify the underlying
relations that help constitute networks as supporting infrastructure for proximate communities
[20, 21]. Furthermore, these should also be integrated into the design of the digital tools and
processes for commissioning to promote creation of these networks, particularly for communities
that are placed in a disadvantaged position. These are the immediate next steps for the SeMS as
well as further assessing toolkit’s infrastructure to act as a catalyst for civic advocacy and action
through an evaluation of its longitudinal use and by the communities.

9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described a two-year longitudinal study that led to the design, development
and deployment of SenseMyStreet (SeMS), a sensor commissioning toolkit for communities. The
SeMS toolkit enables people to use scientific environmental sensing equipment to investigate
local issues and commission environmental sensors from the smart city, placing them in the
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neighbourhood to gather data relevant to community issues at a hyper-local scale. We outlined,
in detail, the iterative co-design process of setting up SeMS and provided an overview of the
processes and digital technologies linked to operating a sustainable sensor commissioning toolkit.
This research illustrates how commissioning can be used to enable equitable citizen access to smart
city technologies and democratise data production that powers decision-making. Our findings
highlight how commissioning can provide further opportunities for collaboration, use of data, and
joined up thinking and acting between hyper-local communities. The SeMS toolkit continues to
operate as part of Urban Observatory at Newcastle, enabling communities and citizens to gather
data relevant to issues important to them at a hyper-local scale and integrate that data into the
smart city datasets used for decision-making.
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